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Request for Waiver or Reduction of Facilities & Administrative (F&A) Costs & Cost Sharing Form - (Revised 6/25/2020)
The Principal Investigator requests waiver or reduction of full F&A as follows: 
Justification/Rationale  for Request:
Complete this form and include it in your funding proposal when initiating an Ancillary Review in IBISesearch to request waiver or reduction of Facilities and Administrative (F&A) Costs or if the project involves cost sharing.  Your request may be disapproved or returned without review,  if you fail to  provide the completed form to the reviewer. The Ancillary Review Matrix will indicate  who you should select when initiating the Ancillary Review in IBISResearch.  (Instructions on page 2.)
 
Please take note that it is the University of Miami's Policy  to require full F&A recovery on all externally sponsored projects unless the sponsor has a published policy disallowing F&A or requiring a lower rate. See F&A Moratorium Memo.  If necessary, review the published rates of non-federal sponsors and the University's policy on the rate for philanthropic sponsors.  If the F&A waiver is approved at the Department/College/School level, such approval will be only for F&A recovery due those units.
 
Voluntary Cost Sharing is discouraged at the University and is not expected for Federal research proposals. Read the University's Cost Sharing Policy. Complete the section below if cost sharing is part of the project. You are not required to obtain approval for mandatory salary cap cost sharing.  
 
Final approval of the waiver request or cost sharing requests will be made by the Vice Provost for Research (Coral Gables/RSMAS Campuses) or the Executive Dean for Research (Medical School Campus). 
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Cost Share Information: 
%
Justification/Rationale  for Cost Share:
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Instructions:
Principal Investigator: Type in the Principal Investigator on the projectDepartment/College/School: Type in the PI's home department, college and schoolSponsoring Agency: Type in the name of the sponsoring agencyTotal Project Costs: Include the Total Project Costs (Direct & Indirect)Proposal Deadline Date: Type in the date the proposal is due to the sponsorFunding Proposal Number:  Include the Funding Proposal Number assigned in IBISResearch 
Facilities and Administration (F&A) Information
At the applicable Full F&A Rate of: Select the applicable University of Miami's negotiated F&A Rate from the drop down listUM's F&A Cost Recovery (enter dollar amount): Calculate and enter the dollar amount of the actual F&A Cost Recovery the University of Miami is entitled to. For example, if the project's applicable direct costs are $100,000 and the F&A Rate is 50%. The University's F&A cost Recovery is $50,000. enter $50,000 in a. At the REQUESTED F&A rate of: Enter the percent of the F&A Rate that is being included in this project. UM's F&A Cost Recovery (enter dollar amount): Calculate and enter the dollar amount of the REQUESTED/REDUCTED F&A rate being used for this project. For example if you entered 25% and the projects direct costs are $100,000, enter $25,000At the REQUESTED Fixed amount of (enter dollar amount): If you are requesting that this project have a FIXED amount of F&A, enter the dollar amount in c.F&A cost Recovery, the University of Miami will forgo due to this request (a minus b OR a minus c): Based on the information provided above, calculate the amount the University of Miami will forgo in F&A. For example, in the above examples, calculate a-b=d; [$50,000 (a) - $25,000 (b) = $25,000 (d)]. If you are requesting a Fixed amount of F&A (c) calculate a-c = d. Justification/Rationale for Request: Include a clear and concise justification for the waiver of F&A. If more space is needed, include an additional page.Cost Share Information
Does this include Cost Sharing? (Salary Cap is excluded)If the project does not include Cost Sharing, answer noIf the project does include Cost Sharing, answer yes and continue with the instructions for the Cost Share InformationWhat percentage of the project costs are cost shared? Enter the percentage of the project costs that are cost sharedCost Share Type: Choose the appropriate cost share type; mandatory, or voluntaryCost Share Amount (enter dollar amount): Enter the Cost Share dollar amountDepartment Worktag: Enter the department worktag numberWhat is being Cost Shared? Enter what is being Cost SharedJustification/Rational for Cost Share: Include a clear and concise justification for the Cost Sharing. If more space is needed, include an additional page.
Follow these instructions once the form is complete
Open the Funding Proposal in IBISResearch. From the activities on the left hand side, select Manage Ancillary ReviewManage and Adding Ancillary Review: (Follow diagram)
Click Add.From pop up box, click the ellipsis to select a person or organization to do the ancillary review. Please review the Ancillary Review Matrix, which will indicate who you should select when initiating an Ancillary Review in IBISResearch.Select the Review Type.For Response required? Select Yes.In the Comments box, enter any comments which will be saved and visible to the reviewer in the system.In the Supporting documents, click to add documents which will be saved and visible to the reviewer in the system.Select OK.You are returned to the Manage Ancillary Reviews window. Include any comments for any reviewers being added in this step. The comments entered here will be included in the email notification to the reviewer, but only visible in the History tab.In the Supporting documents section, any documents entered in this step will be included in the email notification to the reviewer, but only visible in the History tab. Select OK.
Note: In order to expedite the review process for all Ancillary reviews, it is important to obtain departmental and/or School level approvals prior to submitting for Institutional approval. 
Also, it is recommended to include Comments and Supporting documents in both windows, to ensure the information is captured in the email and the Ancillary Review window.
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